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Chairman’s Message
Cover Story
This issue of the Amplifier covers a lot of ground, and it should, because Atlas
is a vibrant family. As you’ll see, go new places is more than a message—it’s a
way of life for a company that is not content to stand still.
In our main feature, you’ll read about a corporate family that faced a difficult
move and the experienced Atlas team that enabled them to go from one
remote place to another. On page 22, you’ll see how Atlas is stepping up for
people who don’t have enough to eat. Our partnership with Move for HungerTM
is making a difference every day in communities across the country.
Like every family, on occasion we must say goodbye to a beloved member.
In January, we lost Dennie Lynn (page 17). Although saddened, we are thankful
to have known and worked with him. Dennie was a devoted Atlas man and
friend for more than 40 years.
In the stories on AWG Logistics, Titan Global Distribution, and Avail Move
Management, you’ll read about how Atlas and agents are working together to
better serve customers. On page 20, you’ll see how partnerships are vital to the
industry leadership of Atlas Canada. And in a special feature on page 42,
you’ll read about one particular Atlas Canada agent who accepted
an extreme challenge to go new places as an “Undercover
Boss.” I hope you will get the chance to view her uplifting
story when it airs.
As you’ll find on page 12, this year’s corporate relocation
survey brings encouraging news for our industry. There are
challenges, too, and that’s a good thing. The surest way to
take business to a better place is by solving problems for
our customers and one another. Working together to solve
problems is what we do best, and it makes our Atlas family
especially strong.
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One More

Makes

Nine
Veteran Transferees
Hal & Diana Plemons
Will Use Atlas Again

Between January 1 and December 31, Atlas Agents provided
73,256 interstate and cross-border household goods moves.
Uncle Sam authorized some of those moves. Others were
undertaken by families paying their own way. And a good
percentage were provided as an employee benefit, or what
the industry terms a “corporate move.”
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M

ultiple corporate moves are often a
natural part of having a career. As you’ll
read in this story, even seasoned veterans have
concerns. You’ll meet a couple making their
eighth move...and you’ll see how Atlas works
for the privilege to help them again when they
someday make their ninth.
Over the last 18 years, Hal and Diana Plemons
have lived in Iowa, Florida, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Michigan, Illinois, Texas, and now
Arizona. Hal is a healthcare facilities manager,
and the couple’s willingness to relocate has
enabled them to enjoy the new horizons that
accompany a successful career. The two are
about as comfortable with moving as people
can be. But it wasn’t always so.
“I remember our first move,” says Diana.
“We were leaving home, picking up bags
and baggage, and traveling 1,500 miles to the
frontier. Fear of the unknown made it scary. ..
Now we look at moving with eyes wide open,
as an adventure. We’ve lived in some awesome
places and seen great parts of the country.”
“We’ve moved eight times,” says Hal.
“Seven were corporate moves, four with
Atlas. However, when we moved to Texas,
we did all the packing ourselves and hired a
crew to load the boxes onto the truck. It took
a lot of time and effort. Definitely, a full service
corporate move is much easier.”
The Plemons’ most recent adventure
unfolded last year. In July, Hal applied for a
position in Arizona.
When he was offered
the job in September,
he and Diana accepted
and put their house on
the market.
“On prior moves,
it took an average of
six months to sell the
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Cover Story – A Corporate Move

house,” says Hal. “This time, it sold in
five days.”
As is often the case for employee
homeowners, Hal started work at
the new location, while Diana stayed
behind to take care of household
business. Although Diana knew what
to expect, she was anxious. They
were moving from Harlingen to
Yuma—one remote area to another.
As it had 18 years earlier, fear of
the unknown was making Diana
uneasy. Could she get the service she
had come to expect? Would Atlas
get them safely packed, loaded, and
delivered from one rural location to
another, far from the many resources
of more populous areas?

“

On every move,
I expect the employee

to make it to the new
location, worry less
and stay

focused

on their work.

Good partners make
good outcomes.

Hal and Diana Plemons have made their home in eight
different states over the last 18 years. “We see moving
as an adventure,” says Diana. “We’ve lived in some
awesome places and seen great parts of the country...
it’s all good.”
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“

about the moving experience,

Iowa
Florida
Mississippi
Tennessee

Michigan
Illinois
Texas
Arizona

Sodexo, Inc. is a global company that provides
quality-of-life services. In North America, 125,000
employees serve 10 million consumers at 6,000
locations every day.
“We relocate between 400 and 600 employees
a year,” says Amanda Barron, Relocation
Administrator, Corporate Human Resources. “On
every move, I expect the employee to make it to
the new location, worry less about the moving
experience, and stay focused on their work.”
Like many big firms, Sodexo relies on good
partners to ensure good outcomes. Cartus
Corporation manages the relocation function,
including the assignment of moves to household
goods carriers. At Sodexo’s direction, moves go to
one of two approved companies, depending on
the state of origin.
“We’ve established preferences for assigning
moves based on each carrier’s strengths,” says

Amanda. “When moving from Texas, we use
Paxton Van Lines (1610). I know if an employee
has a problem, all I have to do is pick up the
phone and Paxton takes care of it.”
Amanda says the Plemons’ move was typical in
most respects. But she was aware the geography
posed a challenge. “Our main business lines are
in public schools, universities, or hospitals, and
some of these locations can seem like the middle
of nowhere,” says Amanda. “I think that’s how the
Plemonses felt about their move.”

Amanda Barron, Relocation Administrator,
works in Corporate Human Resources for
Sodexo, Inc. The company relocates 400
to 600 employees domestically each year.

Policy Benefits.
Sodexo provides some of their transferees a
lump sum for relocation expenses. “We provide
a fixed amount for our employees to use as
they see fit,” says Amanda Barron, Relocation
Administrator. “We find this approach helps
their bottom line as well as the company’s
bottom line.”
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Cover Story – A Corporate Move

Shown Right:
Shoy Drews,
Paxton, has been
a PVO since
2006. He travels
100,000 miles and
transports 500,000
to 600,000 pounds
of household
goods a year.

Paxton puts the wheels in motion.
“We were notified of the move on October 23,” says Charlotte
Corey, Relocation Coordinator with The Paxton Companies.
“I called Mr. Plemons the next day to get an idea of the
load size and when they planned to move. He was already
working at his new job.”
Charlotte reached out to a local Atlas agent for help with
the in-home survey. The estimate came in a little over the
fixed benefit amount.
“We worked with Mrs. Plemons to find options for saving
money,” says Charlotte. “As it turned out, they were able to
lower their cost by taking two flat-screen TVs and a glass
tabletop themselves.”
When she first spoke with Mrs. Plemons, Charlotte could
tell her customer was apprehensive. “I wanted her to know
this move was just as important to us as it was to her,” says
Charlotte. “I told her we would do whatever was needed to
make sure everything went smoothly.”
In the days leading up to the move, the two ladies spoke
often, communicating as friends on a first-name basis.
Well aware of Diana’s uncertainty, Charlotte called on one
of Paxton’s highest-rated Professional Van Operators, Shoy
Drews, to provide the van service.
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“

“

“

Charlotte Corley
brings 30 years
of experience
as a Relocation
Coordinator with
Paxton Van Lines.

Home sweet home in Arizona.
The shipment weighed in at 14,800 pounds and occupied
about half a trailer. When Shoy arrived in Yuma, the
Plemonses were a day away from closing on their new home.
“We were able to work it out so that we could keep
the shipment on the truck for a while longer at no charge,”
says Charlotte.
“I knew it would be a lot easier for our customer if I
delivered right to their home rather than put their things
into storage,” says Shoy.
As it turned out, Paxton found another load for Shoy,
so his downtime was minimal. After delivering on
December 8, he was off to El Paso for a load that would
take him to Oklahoma.
Hal and Diana handled most of the unpacking
themselves. “We like to settle in quickly, so we can start
to explore the area,” says Diana. “We never know how
long we’ll be in a place.”
In the survey of their satisfaction, they gave the Paxton
team excellent marks. “Charlotte was very responsive
and compassionate,” says Diana. “Whenever we’d leave
a message, she’d get back to us right away. For our next
move, we’d like to use Paxton and Charlotte.”

“

...For our next move,

“

“

I want my
customers
to know
their move
is just as
important
to me as it
is to them.

“I called ahead and spoke with Mrs. Plemons to let her
know when I would arrive and to make sure they were
ready for me” says Shoy.
It was Shoy’s first time in the area, and he needed to
locate some qualified help. He had one experienced packer
and mover with him, right-hand man Jason McAllister.
Checking with the nearest Atlas agent, he found two more.
And each had been cleared in a thorough background
check as a condition of employment. They arrived at the
Plemons house on the morning of December 3, packing day.
“Once we got started, I tried to stay close to Mrs. Plemons
and put her at ease,” says Shoy. “I go out of the way to
make my customers happy, even move things around, if
that’s what it takes.”
Planning and preparation make moving more efficient
for everyone, and the Plemonses were organized and clear
about what would stay and what would go.
“I know there are certain things movers cannot take,” says
Diana. “When we move, I collect and organize all the things
we will take ourselves.”
As she always does on packing days, Charlotte called the
house and asked Diana if she had any questions or concerns.
Everything was going smoothly.
“I could tell the crew was professional,” says Diana. “They took
good care of us, and they treated our home as if it were their
own. They laid carpet runners down and padded the doorways
to protect the woodwork. Nothing was damaged.”
Charlotte says Mrs. Plemons called back later to say how
much she liked her crew. “Not every customer takes the time to
pay a compliment like that,” says Charlotte. “It meant a lot to me.”

we’d like to use

I will go out of my

way to make my

customers happy.

Hal and Diana Plemons prepare to explore their new
surroundings in Arizona. “We like to settle in quickly,
so we can start to explore the area,” says Diana.
“We never know how long we’ll be in a place.”

Paxton & Charlotte.
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Performing Incredible Customer Service

Atlas International Symposium

PICS

WINNERS
Each month, Atlas honors one employee for their dedication to

Performing Incredible Customer Service.

august

september october

Yolanda Tillotson,
Claims Representative

Sarah Chamberlain, Move
Management Coordinator, Avail

Stephen Kraynak,
Operations Coordinator

“I feel giving incredible customer service is
important because it can and does make a
positive impact on your life.”
As a claims professional, Yolanda is
an expert in handling customers with
understanding and respect during what
can be a difficult process for them. She
knows how to listen, offers her sincerest
apology, and moves forward to a resolution.
She always puts her best foot forward and
is a credit to Atlas in every interaction
with customers.

“Customer service is central to everything
we do in business. Never let a frown show in
your voice...a satisfied customer is a return
customer.”
Sarah never fails to make an everlasting
impression through her hard work and
dedication. As one customer noted last
summer: “Sarah possesses a positive attitude
and has a great sense of humor. I admire
how she consistently handles herself well with
everyone she interacts with. Her integrity and
overall outlook on life is remarkable… it is a joy
and privilege to work with Sarah.”

“Incredible customer service is crucial in such a
competitive business. It helps show that we as
a company care the most about our customers
and their well-being.”
Stephen’s go-getter personality helps him
to serve customers with safety, trust, and
flexibility. In May 2012, his conscientious work
on behalf of a military customer earned this
praise from Dennie Lynn: “Stephen handles
each call and challenge in a positive manner,
and stays with any situation, no matter how
bad or time-consuming it is, until the best
possible solution is reached.”

november december
Jennifer Dusenberry-Butler,
Senior Travel Consultant,
Atlas Travel

“Travel can be stressful, especially when things go
wrong, and it is very rewarding to be the voice on
the other end of the line able to help
if unexpected obstacles occur.”
Jennifer sets a standard by making others
feel comfortable and cared for. Her work ethic is
respected throughout the organization. One Atlas
Agent recently commented: “Jennifer appears to
make service as natural as breathing. My travel
is nearly all international and mostly to third world
points. Her approach is not to shy away, but rather
to comment, ‘Oh good, I get to learn some new
airport codes today.’”
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Kristie McDaniel, Quality
Assurance Rating & Distribution
Services Account/Contract & COD
Processing
“Do unto others as you would want them
to do unto you!”
Kristie shows rare persistence in responding
to requests and achieving the best result for
Atlas and its agents. For example, she recently
tackled a technical issue in Dispatch for an Atlas
Agent, getting the answers in a timely manner
and exceeding the customer’s expectations.
Kristie never fails to follow through on a
promise to a customer, regardless of the
extra effort.

Further your success at the Atlas International Symposium.
What: Atlas International Symposium
Where: The W Hotel in Seattle, Washington
When: October 4 (Open House at Atlas International)

October 5 (Symposium and Education Sessions)
October 6 (Travel to Vancouver)

A

re you looking to grow your international business?
Better manage it? Expand your international network?
“We’re inviting Atlas agents, international partners,
and vendors to take their professional efforts to a new
level of performance,” says Jim Gaw ,Vice President and
General Manager Atlas International. “The Atlas International
Symposium is your opportunity to interact with moving
professionals from around the globe and make new
associations that can bring added value to your business.”
The Symposium takes place October 4 and 5 at the
W Hotel in the heart of Seattle near the famed Pike
Place Market. The date and location make it an ideal
complement to the IAM conference that immediately

Who:

Atlas Agents & partners who wish to enter or
become more effective in the international
move arena.
How: 	Register Online:
http://webportal.atlasintl.com/symposium
follows in Vancouver, just 140 miles to the north.
“You have the option for a full week of learning,
beginning with a fabulous weekend in Seattle,” says
Laura Hatton, Vice President International Commercial
Operations. “There’s a lot to enjoy in this city.”
Atlas International’s premier partners from Europe
and Asia will be on hand to provide the inside
perspective of moving in their countries.
“You’ll meet and hear directly from people who
are setting your customer’s goods inside the home,”
says Jim. “This kind of interaction is one of the best
ways to grow your awareness of what it takes to be
successful overseas.”

Agenda
• Business Development: Sales Generation in an Interdependent World
• National Account Focus: Meeting Your Customer’s Needs
• Partnering with the International Agent
• How to Increase Your Military Opportunities
• The World of Claims Management: Prevent, Reduce, Inform
• Revenue and Cash Flow: Small Improvements All the Time
• Partnering with AWG Logistics
• Becoming a Registered International Mover (International ProMover)

Questions?
Contact:
Natalie Endres
nendres@atlasintl.com
888-669-6031 ext 4104

Scan the QR
Code to visit
atlasintl.com/
symposium
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Rick Olson Retires

Atlas Migration Patterns

Seeking
Balance
Population shifts moderate

W

CFO Trades Pencil For Hiking Boots

R

Rick Olson

ick Olson, Senior Vice President and CFO, has a
new position. In mid-March, he wrapped up a
29-year career with Atlas and went into the world
as a full-time retiree. But the grass isn’t apt to grow
under his feet.
“In the short term, my wife and I will do some
traveling,” says Rick. “We’ll take an RV and visit as
many national parks as we can. We love to hike.”
They also plan to visit their children in Texas and
England. After that, who knows? There’s no hurry
to decide.
When Rick looks back at his career, he says he
is most grateful for many good friendships, especially
the people who took a personal interest in helping him
succeed. One such person is Atlas Board Member Howard
Parker, whom Rick succeeded as CFO in 2002. Rick
followed Howard’s example and “paid it forward” by
mentoring others.
“Seeing my staff grow, mature, and step into leadership
roles has given me great satisfaction,” says Rick. “There are
so many good people at Atlas, people who have been here
for a long time. I’ll miss working with them.”
When Rick joined Atlas in 1984 as Director of Internal
Audit, the company was in great turmoil. The agents were
frantically staving off a hostile takeover. The effort was
successful, but it put the company under the thumb of
an exploitative investment firm. Four years later, Rick
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witnessed the agents wrest control and return Atlas to
agent ownership.
“We came out of that episode with massive debt, almost
insurmountable,” says Rick. “But the agents worked together
and achieved great success. Today, Atlas is in a strong
financial position. It’s been an incredible journey. It makes
me wonder: Did I dream this, or did it really happen?”
“Rick has always been honest, worked hard, and
tried to do what’s best for Atlas. We thank him for
his service and wish him all the best in his much
deserved retirement” says Glen Dunkerson, Chairman
and CEO, Atlas.
“I think Atlas is an absolutely terrific company.
Working here has been an honor and a privilege.
When I joined, I couldn’t have imagined the success
I have achieved. It’s been a great ride.”
Rick Olson embarks on a new adventure.
Rick retired after 29 years as
the Sr. Vice President & CFO of Atlas.

here are your neighbors headed?
Where did they come from? A look at
the origins and destinations of Atlas moves
during 2012 shows more states becoming
balanced, particularly in the Midwest. For the
seventh straight year, Washington DC logged
the highest percentage of inbound moves.
Nebraska and New York beat out Ohio for
the highest percentage of outbound moves.

Of note:
• Northeastern states saw no change. New York
and New Jersey have been outbound for more
than 10 years, with Pennsylvania remaining
balanced for more than 10 years.
• The Southeast remains balanced. Southwest
states Texas and New Mexico continue to be
inbound states, as well as Mid-Atlantic states
Virginia and North Carolina.
• The Midwest is home to five balanced
states—Wisconsin, Iowa, South Dakota,
Missouri and Michigan. Indiana, Illinois,
Ohio, Kansas, Minnesota and Nebraska
remain outbound.
• Western states remain mostly balanced,
with the exception of Utah (outbound) and
New Mexico (inbound). California has been
balanced for more than 10 consecutive years.
• Of Canada’s ten provinces, five are
outbound: British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova
Scotia, Ontario and Saskatchewan. Alberta
breaks a five-year streak as outbound, while
Quebec moves back to balanced.

Doing the Math
Total number of shipments x 0.55 = Threshold Value.
Inbound Status: Inbound shipments exceed threshold.
Outbound Status: Outbound shipments exceed threshold.
Balanced Status: Neither outbound nor inbound shipments
exceed threshold.
F or more analysis, including an interactive map with ten
years of history: atlasvanlines.com/migration-patterns

Scan the QR Code to visit
atlasvanlines.com/migration-patterns
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46th Annual Corporate Relocation Survey

Industry
Change
Climate

Business Warms,

Expectations Are Strong

F

or nearly half a century, Atlas has annually polled
industry professionals for insight on the issues that
affect corporate relocation and policy. What follows is
a snapshot of results from this year’s survey. Get the
full report at atlasvanlines.com/survey

In a word, the report for 2012 is “recovery.” More than a
third of firms saw relocation volumes increase and nearly
a third saw budgets increase as well. Internationally, the
story is even rosier. Nearly half of firms saw their global
relocation volumes increase. Very few firms noted any
decreases in volumes or budgets.
Expectations for 2013 are positive. Most think they can
sustain 2012 levels. More than a fourth anticipate growth
in volumes, both overall and internationally. Despite
these positive indicators, most think budgets will remain
the same. Does this mean the downturn’s era of creative
budgeting is here to stay? Is “doing more with less” the
new normal?

Does this
mean the
downturn’s
era of
creative
budgeting
is here to
stay?
12 Atlas Amplifier • Summer 2013

Who Responded?

Scan the QR Code to visit
atlasvanlines.com/survey

418 professionals with responsibility for relocation, employed by companies
that have either relocated employees during the past two years or plan to
relocate employees this year. Nearly all (93%) work in human resources/
personnel or relocation/mobility services departments. Over half (52%) are
employed by international firms.

14%
4%

Other

11%

Service

Financial

Government/Military

38%

4%

Wholesale/Retail

Cost-containment is popular, and large firms are
the heaviest users. Their two favorite methods
are reviewing/renegotiating supplier contracts
and offering pre-decision counseling. Around
one third of firms capped relocation benefits.
Policies are becoming more flexible. A new
question this year finds over three-fourths of
firms incorporating specific “core” benefits or
flex elements. Mid-size and large firms are
most apt to use them, but most small firms
have also adopted them.
The impact of the housing crisis lingers.
For the fifth straight year, housing/mortgage
concerns are the top reason employees decline
relocation. Large firms feel this most acutely.
Moods are brightening, however; nearly twice as

Manufacturing/Processing

29%

Size of firms
Small:

< 500 Salaried employees (37%)
Mid-size: 500-4,999 Salaried Employees (33%)
Large: 5,000+ Salaried Employees (30%)

many firms expect the real estate market
to improve this year than did last year.
A variety of economic and social factors
continue to inhibit employee willingness to
relocate. The most popular incentive is to
extend temporary housing benefits. Almost
two-thirds of large firms also offered loss-onsale protection, while about half of small and
mid-size firms offered relocation bonuses.
Alternative assignments remain popular. Fortyone percent of firms use them, including nearly
two-thirds of large firms. Meeting strategic
business goals was the most-cited reason. Only
around a fourth use alternative assignments
as replacements for long-term or traditional
short-term assignments.
Atlas Amplifier • Summer 2013
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Avail Move Management

Military Specialists Mike Smith and Lisa Weis
monitor Atlas’ military performance and consult
with agents to help them improve their service
scores. Lisa came to her post in May 2012
after 14 years in Atlas’ Ratings and Distribution
Department. She brings seasoned know-how in
the moveSOLID
process
from start to finish. A signal
BLACK 100% PMS LOGO
intelligence analyst in the U.S. Army before
joining Atlas in September 2012, Mike brings
first-hand experience in the military’s attitudes
and expectations.

A

New Approach Elevates Service, Opportunities

new day is dawning for Atlas’ military business. And
it brings good things for Atlas agents.
In 2009, Uncle Sam introduced a new method for
allocating military moves. Referred to as DP3, it puts a new
emphasis on service. Avail is answering this new emphasis
to create more opportunities for Atlas agents.
“It used to be fairly standard, especially during the peak
season, for us to pick shipments up and warehouse them
until we could get them routed,” says Bob Ewing, Senior
Director of Military Services.
“We now load directly onto the truck for delivery, it’s our
new standard procedure,” says Bob. “This will enhance our
service and timeliness, which will help us earn a greater
volume of military moves. It makes good business sense.”

Agent, Choose Your Load
To keep agents abreast of opportunities, Avail worked with
Atlas IT to develop an online “move board.” Agents can view
the available military loads in the Atlas system and pick the
ones they wish to pack and haul.
“We rolled the move board out in March,” says Bob.
“Participation is by invitation—we want to make sure agents
have the training and understand the rules of engagement.
As with any tool, knowing how to use it makes a difference.”

Military Specialists Support
Agent Performance
The military evaluates the satisfaction of its service
personnel through completed surveys. Providers who score
well get more business. Those who do not receive less or,
in some cases, are eliminated from consideration.
To help Atlas agents achieve their desired scores, Avail
supports them with two full-time Military Specialists, Lisa
Weis and Mike Smith.
“We analyze the performance data and feed it back to the
agents,” says Mike. “We want them to know what they are
doing well, and where they can improve performance.”
Mike and Lisa send reports to agents monthly. These
often include specific comments from customers, which are
helpful in understanding the reasons for scores. Earlier this
year, they reviewed the more than 400 customer comments
received during 2012.
“We identified the top five service opportunities overall,”
says Lisa. “Individually, we don’t react to just one comment,
but in total we look at patterns of what makes customers
happy or unhappy.”
“We want to make our reports as relevant to each agent’s
success as we can,” says Mike. “When they have a special
need for information, all they have to do is let us know and
we’ll get it.”

“We’ve strengthened our commitment to military customers. At the same time, we’re
creating more opportunities for Atlas agents.” - Phil Wahl , Vice President of Avail Move Management
14 Atlas Amplifier • Summer 2013
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In Memory – Dennie Lynn

Remembering
Dennie

Douglas Lynn
aAugust
Friend
12, 1949 – January 26, 2013
T

Dennie Lynn passed away on January 26. He was a loving husband, father, grandfather,
and true-blue Atlas man. Dennie coached youth baseball and softball and was a fan of
the Indianapolis Colts and St. Louis Cardinals. He is survived by his wife of 38 years, Renee;
daughters, Stacy and Kelle; and, son, Bryan. Memorial contributions: Christian Fellowship
Church in Evansville or American Cancer Society.®
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he Atlas family
lost a beloved
member in late
January with the
passing of Senior
Vice President of
Transportation
Dennie Lynn.
Those who worked
with Dennie
remember him as
one who cared deeply about family, friends,
and the company he loved.
Former Atlas Chairman and CEO Mike
Shaffer worked with Dennie for more than
40 years, and the two were good friends.
“Dennie loved the beach,” says Mike “But,
to my knowledge, he took only one summer
vacation during his entire career. When he
returned, he told me he ended up going
to Oklahoma City because one of his kids
was in a softball tournament. I said, ‘If that’s
how you’re going to use your summer
vacations, you can’t have another.’ He said,
‘I understand completely.’ No one ever
worked harder for Atlas than Dennie Lynn.”
Dennie joined Atlas as a dispatcher in
1970. He served in many positions over his
career. In 1997 he was named Senior Vice
President of Operations. His successor, Jeff
Schimmel, knew him for almost 30 years.

“It was evident in everything Dennie
did, in every decision he made, that he
loved this company,” says Jeff. “Time and
time again, he would resolve a conflict
with both parties walking away satisfied
and respecting him, even when the
decision went against one of them. People
recognized Dennie’s leadership and that he
did what was needed out of dedication and
love for the company.”
“He was a truly wonderful boss and I
really enjoyed working for him,” says Chris
Borders, who worked with Dennie for over
20 years. “He was my boss, my mentor, but
more importantly, my friend.”
“Dennie absolutely loved what he did,
those he worked with, and those he
served—Atlas agents and van operators,”
says Donald Hill, President and COO of
Alexander’s Mobility Services (207). “His
passion was contagious and drew people
to him. He was a rare individual who had
the ability to be a leader and a friend at
the same time.”
“Dennie dedicated his professional life
to Atlas Van Lines, to the van operators,
agents, and staff,” says Frank Webers, CEO
of Collins Brothers Moving Corporation
(547). “He was instrumental in the growth
and success of Atlas. We will all miss our
dear friend.”
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AWG Logistics

Titan Global Distribution

™
™

Titan Project Snapshot

Partnership Solves

Complex
Logistics Equation

300 Point “A’s” ➠ 208 Point “B’s” ÷ 47 States - (x) Limited Time ÷
(y) Limited Trucks x Efficient routes + Schedule Changes - Inconsistent
Weather ÷ 14 Day Service Window = Our Every Day

I

n January, Ace World-Wide Moving &
Storage Co. (39) and AWG Logistics answered
this scenario for Ascena Retail Group Inc. The
company was closing its Fashion Bug stores
and needed to transfer some of the fixtures
to its Lane Bryant stores.
“It was a logistical puzzle,” says Gary
Louderback, Vice President Ace World-Wide.
“Usually, store fixtures move from one origin
location, as in a rollout. But in this case, they
were all over the country.”
What made it even more challenging is that
most of the fixtures were moving long distances,
far from the state or region where they originated.
Gary consulted with AWG Logistics, whose
planning experts went to work on a solution.
“We found a way to save time and expense
for the customer by drawing on the resources of
Atlas’ Specialized Transportation Group fleet, our
agency network, and qualified third parties,” says
Matt Van der Linde, Vice President and General
Manager AWG Logistics.
“We routed groups of five to seven stores
per truck, using a last-on, first-off approach to
deliver in the most efficient manner.”
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Despite the complexity of changing
variables, the logistics partnership
aced every measure of success. Each
pickup and delivery was made on
time, and there were no claims.
“We were pleased to bring this
together for Ascena,” says Matt. “It
shows the value of combining the
assets and strength of the Atlas
network with the supplemental
resources available through AWG
Logistics to achieve the best
outcome for our customer.”

AWG Logistics and Ace World-Wide
Moving & Storage (39) partnered
on a complex logistics solution
in January. In a two-week time
frame, the project saw the
successful relocation of a variety
of merchandising fixtures from
Fashion Bug to Lane Bryant Stores.
Items moved included four-way and
two-way clothing racks, ballet bars,
and undergarment tables.

Partnership for
Final Mile

Titan Global Distribution and Nelson Westerberg (1505) worked together to provide the perfect
final mile for Office Logistics Services Inc. and Staybridge Suites in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
The new 124-unit hotel opened last fall.

T

erry Strey, with Nelson Westerberg (1505), is no stranger
to final-mile scenarios. Last year, when a client asked
him to propose a solution for a new hotel in Bowling Green,
Kentucky, he saw the need for a third party. He instinctively
reached out to Titan.
“We’ve worked with Titan for about the last ten years,”
says Terry. “They know what they’re doing and they’re easy
to work with.”
At Terry’s invitation, Stan Eisen, Titan Senior Director
of Operations and Ron Strunk, Account Executive, flew
to Chicago to confer with Terry and Mary Jo Grunewald,
President of Office Logistics Services, Inc. The four spent the
day formulating an operations plan and schedule.
Drawing on an extensive network of preferred resources,
the Titan team determined the best choices for warehousing
and staging just-in-time deliveries. “Bowling Green is a
smaller market, and the logistics were more favorable with
Nashville,” says Stan.
To ensure flawless installation, Titan enlisted a skilled
husband and wife team, Todd and Sheryl. The two worked
on-site to oversee every detail of the installation throughout
the four-week project window.

Staybridge Inn
Bowling Green,
Kentucky
Outdoor Patio

“Todd and Sheryl were absolutely incredible,” says
Terry. “They did an outstanding job.”
“This was a fairly typical turnkey project for Titan,”
says Ron. “Once we received the go signal, we took care
of everything. We used our online tracking systems to
keep everyone apprised of progress throughout. There
were no surprises.”
And for this turnkey partnership, “no surprises” translated
to “final mile smiles” all around.

Todd & Sheryl
were absolutely

incredible...

Staybridge Inn
Bowling Green,
Kentucky
Lounge Area

Staybridge Inn
Bowling Green,
Kentucky
Fitness Center

The AWG Logistics team, standing (from left to right): Kevin Doyle, Julie Butts, Nancy
Knight, Scott Oliver. Sitting: Matt Carlson, Matt Van der Linde, Mark Haller, Garrett Hall.
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Atlas Canada

Industrial

Strength
Partnerships

T

hink about your best business partners.
You know them well—maybe better than
some of your own family members. You trust
them. And when you need something, they are
your go-to list.
Such close partnerships are at the very heart
of Atlas Canada’s business philosophy. They fuel
agent success. They are an essential part of the
company’s 50 years in business and its industry
leadership as the largest van line in Canada.
“Over the years, Atlas Canada has done
a phenomenal job of making people more
comfortable with the moving process,” says
Bill Greenhalgh, CEO, Human Resources
Professionals Association (HRPA). “This is
especially important to our HR professionals,
because they have to deal with the stress
and worry when people move.”
Atlas Canada also underwrites a major
sponsorship for the annual conference of
the Canadian Employee Relocation Council
(CERC). What’s more, Atlas Canada executives
lend professional expertise to the Council’s
mission. Carol Davis, VP Marketing & Corporate
Communications serves on the editorial
committee of the CERC magazine. Sandy
Campbell, Director of Marketing serves on the
marketing committee. And Fred Haladay, Senior
VP & COO is a member of the board of directors.
“Atlas Canada is truly a significant partner to
us,” says Stephen Cryne, CERC President. “They
help us deliver quality across all our events, in
our magazine, and at a strategic level.”

The Important Business
of Helping People
At the CERC Convention in October, Atlas Canada staff
share the good news about No Stranger in Your Home.™
This industry-leading program of background checks
assures customers that Atlas verifies the identity of
every individual who serves them.
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Perhaps the most gratifying aspect of any
partnership is the knowledge that you make the
world a better place. Nowhere is this seen more
clearly than in the relationship between Atlas
Canada and Royal LePage, Canada’s largest real
estate company.

Each May, Royal LePage conducts a nationwide
The volunteer partnership reinforces the
garage sale. The one-day event takes
business partnership. “We consider just a
place in parking lots, offices, and
few companies for gold sponsorships,
garages from coast to coast. Atlas
only one in an industry,” says Phil.
provides the logistical support.
“Atlas is our gold sponsor for
All proceeds benefit the Shelter
relocation, and it allows them
Foundation, which works to
a special kind of access to our
eradicate domestic violence.
15,000 professionals. It says we
“We couldn’t do this
trust them to do the right thing
without Atlas,” says Phil Soper,
for our customers.”
President & CEO, Brookfield
“Atlas is privileged to engage
Real Estate Services. “They collect
in important work,” says Bob Clark,
items all over Canada, from trinkets
President, Atlas Canada. “We get
to full size Chesterfields, and bring
to serve people at a time when
them to the sales. Then they pick up
they really need someone who
At the HRPA conference in January,
the leftovers and deliver them for
understands and who cares. To
Atlas sponsored keynote speaker
Gary Hamel, one of the world’s most
distribution to charity. Atlas should
have great partners in this work
influential
business
thinkers.
Here
take a huge amount of credit for
is the icing on the cake.”
Gary signs a copy of his latest book,
helping us raise millions of dollars
“What Matters Now,” for a visitor at
for charity.”
the Atlas exhibit.
LOGO ALONE w/ TAG BLACK

LOGO w/ BOX & TAG BLACK

Atlas Canada Partnerships
Royal LePage is Canada’s largest real estate company

LOGO ALONE w/ TAG SOLID PMS 100% BLACK

LOGO w/ BOX &TAG SOLID PMS 100% BLACK

with nearly 14,000 agents and realtors in more than 600 locations
across the country. The Royal LePage Shelter Foundation is
Canada’s largest public foundation dedicated exclusively to
funding women’s shelters and violence prevention and
education programs.

CERC is Canada’s leading provider of information and

LOGO w/ BOX SOLID PMS 100% BLACK

professional education to the relocation industry. With more than
500 members across Canada, the U.S., and internationally, CERC
represents entities that transact almost half of the country’s
more than 130,000 employer-sponsored relocations each year.

HRPA is Canada’s largest association of human resources
professionals. It regulates the HR profession and issues its
national standard for excellence, the CHRP designation.
The HRPA has more than 19,000 members in 28 chapters
and hosts the largest annual HR conference in the country.
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Atlas Move For Hunger

Moving with

Atlas
can make a

difference
Atlas Joins Nationwide Effort to End Hunger

How It Works
1. The customer sets aside unopened,
non-perishable foods as they prepare
to move
2. On the day of the move, the Atlas Agent
collects the items the customer wishes
to donate
3. The Atlas Agent delivers the items to a
local food bank

A dozen cans of vegetables. A few jars of applesauce. Some coffee, pasta,
and cereal. Did you know your pantry discards can make a difference in the
fight against hunger? For this reason, Atlas and its agents are stepping up...
making it easier for you to help others.

T

he concept is simple. When people
move, they empty their cupboards.
Now Atlas, as a partner with Move For
Hunger, is making sure those food items
can go to families in need. They volunteer
to pick up and deliver unopened, shelfstable food items to food banks in
their communities.
“It’s estimated that 50 million Americans
today will struggle to find their next meal,”
says Jack Griffin, Atlas President and COO.
“Move For Hunger is putting a dent in
that number.”
Atlas officially joined Move For
Hunger on February 1, 2013 as an
Epic Partner. To mark the start of this
partnership, employees from Atlas
headquarters organized a food drive at
area Schnucks Markets. They collected
3,050 pounds of food and $850 for the
local Tri-State Food Bank.
“It only takes 1.3 pounds of food to
provide a meal for someone in need,”
says Adam Lowy, Founder and Executive
Director of Move For Hunger.

By that reckoning, Atlas and its agents
have already fed tens of thousands of
people. That number is growing every
day, as more people become aware of
the service.
“We are thrilled to kick off the new
year with the support of Atlas Van Lines,”
says Adam. “They have already shown
an incredible passion for our cause and
commitment to fighting hunger.”
“Move For Hunger aligns directly with
what we do on a day-to-day basis for
our customers,” says Jack. “America is
always on the move, so there is a neverending opportunity to help. We are
excited to be a partner in this effort.”
“We’ve received a tremendous
response from our agents who want
to take part in Move for Hunger,” says
Sarah Whitaker, Marketing Specialist,
Atlas Van Lines. “We’re working with
them to get the word out and make a
difference in their communities.” For
more information about joining the
cause, reach Sarah at:
whitakers@atlasworldgroup.com.

Following Hurricane
Sandy, Atlas pledged
one dollar in relief
for every person who
liked a photo on the
Atlas Facebook page.
The response raised
$2,500. Atlas donated
the funds to Move For
Hunger in support of
storm victims.

On February 1, Atlas employees
in Evansville kicked off their
partnership in Move For Hunger
with a food drive at local grocery
stores. They collected 3,050
pounds of food and $850 for
the local Tri-State Food Bank.
Shown left:
Laurie Ziliak and Jenny McClung

Finding a “Mover Who Gives Back”
As of April 2013, more than 80 Atlas agents across the U.S. have joined the cause. To support the efforts of partners, MFH maintains an
active public relations effort via social media. Continual updates keep people informed of food events and donations in their communities.
When families move, they can use the interactive search tool at www.moveforhunger.com to find a mover who shares their desire
to give something back.

Our Participating Agents:
A-1 First Class Moving & Storage (2123) Brooklyn, NY
A-1 Movers Inc. (68) Superior, WI
A-1 Moving & Storage (87) Jupiter, FL
Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (15) Upper Marlboro, MD
Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (25) Long Beach, CA
Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62) San Diego, CA
Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (64) Elgin, IL
Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (66) Kyle, TX
Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (96) Phoenix, AZ
Ace World Wide (36) Bloomington/Normal, IL
Ace World Wide Moving & Storage Co. (16) Elgin, IL
Ace World-Wide Moving & Storage Co., Inc.
(24) Cudahy, WI
Ace World Wide Moving & Storage Co., Inc.
(29) Austin, TX
Ace World Wide of Nevada, Inc. (711) Las Vegas, NV
Ace World Wide (142) Orlando, FL
All Season Movers, Inc. (198) Kearney, NJ
Alexander’s Mobility Services (217) Nashville, TN
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1008) Sarasota, FL
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1021) Houston, TX
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1037) Atlanta, GA
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1038) Phoenix, AZ
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1148) Anaheim, CA
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1253) Indianapolis, IN
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1287) Tampa, FL

Atlantic Relocation Systems (1427) Carrollton, TX
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1651) Denver, CO
Atlantic Relocation Systems (1676) Colorado Springs, CO
Bisson Moving & Storage Co. (272) Westbrook, ME
Broadway Specialized Transportation Services Inc.
(1106) Trenton, NJ
Celina Moving and Storage, Inc. (592) Celina, OH
City Transfer and Storage Co. (630) High Point, NC
Collins Bros. Moving Corp. (547) Larchmont, NY
Crofutt & Smith Moving & Storage (646) Landing, NJ
Crofutt & Smith Moving & Storage (649) Raleigh, NC
Daniel’s Moving and Storage, Inc. (875) Phoenix, AZ
Daniel’s Moving and Storage, Inc. (879) Tucson, AZ
Daniel’s Moving and Storage, Inc. (1370) Wichita, KS
Daniel’s Moving and Storage, Inc. (1380) Grandview, MO
DMS Moving Systems, Inc. (800) Canton, MI
DMS Moving Systems of Alabama, Inc. (801) Bessmer, AL
EC Moving and Storage, Inc. (845) Eau Claire, WI
EC Moving and Storage, Inc. (847) Waunakee, WI
EDC Moving Systems (2601) Houston, TX
EDC Moving Systems (2602) Carrollton, TX
Guardian Relocation of Ohio (1111) Columbus, OH
Imlach Group (1130) Trenton, MI
Imlach & Collins Brothers, LLC (1132) Irving, TX
InterWest Moving & Storage (979) Idaho Falls, ID
Jenkins Transfer & Storage, Inc. (22) Fort Walton Beach, FL
Kaster Moving Co., Inc. (1240) Stamford, CT

Merchants Moving & Storage, Inc. (1401) Boise, ID
Mountain States Moving & Storage
(1451) Salt Lake City, UT
Nelson Westerberg (1505) Elk Grove Village, IL
Nelson Westerberg (1511) Carrollton, TX
Nelson Westerberg (1517) Mableton, GA
Nelson Westerberg (1523) Somerville, NJ
NMS Moving Systems, Inc. (1533) Simi Valley, CA
Noffs/Atlantic Relocation Systems
(1039) Arlington Heights, IL
Paxton Van Lines, Inc. (1610) Springfield, VA
Personal Movers (780) South Lawrence, MA
Philpot Relocation Systems (2611) Tucker, GA
Prager Moving & Storage Co. (1555) Naperville, IL
Prairie Van & Storage (1883) Clive, IA
Shetler Moving & Storage, Inc. (1830) Evansville, IN
Sitterly Movers (2052) Springfield, MA
Smith Dray Line (2270) Greenville, SC
Smith Dray Line (2271) Rock Hill, SC
Smith Dray Line (2272) Blythewood, SC
Smith Dray Line (2273) North Charleston, SC
Smith Dray Line (2274) Candler, NC
Spirit Movers, Inc. (1818) Sarasota, FL
University Van Lines (2075) Rahway, N.J
Wayne Moving & Storage Company, Inc.
(2118) West Chester, PA
Winter Moving & Storage, Inc. (1077) Bentonville, AR

Scan the QR Code to visit
atlasvanlines.com/moveforhunger
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Sandy Relief

BRAVO 2013

Answering

the

Call

Atlas Agents Help Storm Victims
A1 First Class Moving & Storage (2123)
collected and delivered shelf-stable food
products to Island Harvest, Long Island’s largest
hunger relief organization. The Atlas Agent also
donated trucks to collect and distribute water,
food, clothing and blankets for shelters in New
Jersey, Long Beach, and Oceanside. Here Matt
Schwartzberg, President and Sean Carroll, PVO,
man a food collection effort.

Anthony Beghin

Billy Shaenman

Collins Brothers Moving Corporation (547)

Hawkeye Movers, Inc. (1073)

Larchmont, New York, supplied trailers and PVOs Billy
Shaenman and Anthony Beghin donated their time.
They collected and transported about 30,000 pounds
of goods to Staten Island and the Rockaway Peninsula,
two of the storm’s hardest hit areas.

orchestrated a drive in Davenport,
Iowa, for the victims of Hurricane
Sandy. Here, Gary Nibbelink, PVO
and his grandson, Gerrit, prepare
to load boxes of quilts.

A-1 Moving & Storage (0087)
A-1 Moving & Storage utilized the available
space on a truck going to New Jersey. Within 24
hours, they pulled together nearly 4,000lbs of
goods. Here, Andy Newitt, Director of Business
Development, A-1 Moving & Storage, picks up
goods at the Meyer Academy, one of several
collection sites. Helping out are volunteers Luke
and Max Jaffe and their mother, Jennifer Jaffe.
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S

andy was one of the most devastating
hurricanes the U.S. has ever seen. The National
Hurricane Center attributed 72 deaths directly to
the storm and estimated damages at $50 billion—
second only to Katrina in 2005.
In the aftermath of Sandy, people from all over
the country pitched in to help. Atlas pledged to
send a dollar in relief for each “like” of a particular
photo on Facebook. With a corporate gift for good
measure, it totaled $2,500 for Move For Hunger.
Among the Atlas family, a number of agents
stepped up with people and trucks to deliver
supplies to hard-hit areas.
In Davenport, Iowa, Hawkeye Movers was
the linchpin in a community drive to provide
vital supplies for storm victims. It began when
the Atlas agency offered to help with a collection
at Wilson Elementary School, where the son of
Office Manager Jenny Cracraft is a student. The
idea soon spread throughout the community.
Hawkeye sent a truck and four packers to sort and
consolidate goods for easy distribution. The effort
produced the better part of a straight-truck load
for Occupy Sandy.
“We were able to coordinate with the entire
school district to have the truck stop by and
collect from all the schools in a two-day period,”
says Jenny. “Some schools even collected money,
which the student councils used to buy goods and
donate to the drive.”

Save the Date
BRAVO September 16-20
Boosting Recognition
of Atlas Van Operators

Think for a moment about your favorite Atlas Professional
Van Operator. (It’s okay if more than one comes to mind —
you’re not alone!) Now mark your calendar for September 16
to 20. The entire week is dedicated to BRAVO, an agency-wide
show of appreciation for Atlas Professional Van Operators.
“We’re moving BRAVO Week to September, which is when we
used to observe ROAD Day,” says Aaron Chenoweth, Marketing
Specialist. “Instead of a hurrah before the peak season, it will
serve as a thank-you for their hard work. And it will give our
PVOs a chance while on the road to connect with their own
agency staff or people at other agency offices.”
Atlas Agents: Be prepared for a great event.
Stay tuned for more information coming.

atlasvanlines.com/bravo

Scan the QR Code to visit
webportal. atlasvanlines.com/bravo
Atlas Amplifier • Summer 2013
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Cornerstone Relocation Group

®

C

ross-cultural training (CCT) is a term familiar to
most of us, but it may be challenging for us to define
how CCT can have a powerful impact on corporate ROI
(Return on Investment). As globalization continues, it may
seem that cultural backgrounds and perspectives are
increasingly interchangeable and even indistinct. Most
experts agree this natural misperception is mistaken;
cultural identity is deeply rooted in all of us.
Dean Foster, President of Dean Foster Associates,
articulates a profound viewpoint.
“The actions of nations, businesses, organizations
and even individuals are traditionally reported as the
result of some economic or political policy, self-interested
business strategy, or the intersection of individual
personalities. If we understand the ‘cultural DNA’ of nationstates, their citizens and their organizations, we will be
empowered to better manage the destiny of nations,
our lives, and our work in today’s post-global world.”
If cultural DNA determines our behaviors, companies
must be mindful that cultural fluency can impact ROI across
all areas of the business. In organizations comprising
multicultural project teams, failure to cross cultural divides
can result in missed deadlines, disengaged employees,
and customer dissatisfaction. As such, cultural training is
useful not only for expatriates; individuals employed by
global organizations may benefit from it as well.

Multinational organizations wishing to incorporate
cross-cultural training, whether for expatriates and
their families, or for multicultural departments as well,
need to identify the training program best suited to
meet the needs of the individual and the company.
The method for delivery may be web-based or
in person. A more cost-effective option for global
organizations may be to send the corporate
trainer to a “train-the-trainer” program, such as those
offered through The Interchange Institute in
Boston, Massachusetts.
What happens when things go wrong, such as
when an expatriate who performs outstandingly
suddenly becomes disengaged? A thorough
assessment may offer an opportunity to save the
failing assignment. Dr. Carley Dodd, Professor of
Intercultural Communication, introduced Go Culture
International based on his 20 years of research into
cultural readiness. The assessment predicts relocation
effectiveness taking into account tasks, relationship
development, and cultural adaptation. Coaching
with the assessment helps individuals recognize
adaptability issues and more readily accept change.
Global leaders are tasked daily with traversing
cultural divides. As such, it is vital to ensure adequate
training, assessments and tools are available, and
that individuals adopt an open stance to change.

Bridging the Gap through Training
by LaShell Tinder, GMS, Director, Global Client Services, Cornerstone Relocation Group
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Convention 2012 Review

At the general session, Atlas celebrated new agents, anniversaries and agency renewals. Atlas employees showed
commitment to the “go new places” movement as everyone donned a “Let’s Go” button.

Convention 2012 Review
October 24 – 27 Westin Mission Hills
Resort & Spa Rancho Mirage, California

on the

Horizon

2012 Convention Showed New Views

Atlas agents are on a quest. They gathered in
October to go new places professionally during
the Atlas Convention. Education, entertainment,
business and networking combined to make
it memorable. The emphasis was on “new”
throughout the convention, including a new
company (AWG Logistics), new residential and
corporate programs from Marketing, and new
technology from IT.

F

or new agent Jason Moyer, Sales Manager
with Moyer & Sons Moving & Storage (439),
the convention brought an opportunity to meet
fellow agents. “We joined Atlas in January 2012, so
this was my first Convention,” says Jason. “It was
interesting to find out from other agents what’s
happening in their markets. Most of all, I enjoyed
finding out more about how the van line works,
and how we help one another.”
Tammara Beard, Professional Van Operator
with Herren’s Twin City Moving & Storage (831),
saw a demo the new AtlasNet inventory app
during the training sessions.

“The new inventory app is taking us new
places,” says Tammara. “Shorter inventory times,
easier and more accurate check-off...even
pictures to help improve service.”
Mike McCarthy, Vice President with Golden
Van Lines (991), shared his knowledge of Atlas’
mobile survey tools. “It was a privilege to help,”
says Mike. “Atlas is built on cooperation among
agents. When we help one another, we make
Atlas stronger, and that benefits us all.”

Honoring PVOs. Atlas recognized seven
PVOs for ten or more consecutive years of
outstanding customer service.

At the Big Blue Bash. Tammara Beard,
PVO with Herren’s Twin City Moving
& Storage (831) dressed up as the
AtlasNet Inventory App and won the
Spirit Award. “The idea came while I
was on the road, so I called my friend
Teresa and she made the costume.”
With Tammara are Joab Schultheis,
Atlas IT, and Nancy Menke, Atlas IT.

Save
the
Date
66th Annual Atlas Convention

Scan the QR Code to visit
convention.atlasworldgroup.com

November 6–9

Orlando, Florida | Rosen Shingle Creek
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Social Media Update

2013 Exhibiting Schedule

2013 Schedule

Join the Conversation.
Would you rather talk to your customers . . .or with them?

T
atlasvanlines.com

he technology may be constantly evolving, but the
concept is as old as business itself. Conversations lead
to sales. And social media opens the door to both.
“At any moment of the day, your customers and
prospective customers are online,” says Kerri Hart, Senior
Marketing Specialist. “With social networks, you can keep
your name in front of them and engage them where and
when they are comfortable.”
Atlas Marketing uses Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,
YouTube, Google Plus and now Pinterest to connect and
share in the digital age. The efforts not only support new
business, but stronger relationships as well. Atlas Marketing
professionals monitor feeds from social media for
opportunities to do both.
“Customers may reveal a chance for service improvement
socially when they might not put their comments on a
survey or tell you over the phone,” says Kerri.

Make It Interesting. Make It Fun.

atlasvanlines.com

How do you start the conversation? It can be as simple as
a couple of sentences with a photo or two. Atlas Marketing
used this approach to create awareness for its work with
Move For Hunger.
Atlas Agent Matt Kupka (@ThatMoverGuy), President of
Ed’s Moving & Storage, Inc. (823) has found success with
spontaneous, unusual moments.
“When my daughter drew an Atlas truck on a pumpkin, I
carved it, snapped a photo, and shared it online,” says Matt.
“Several people shared it with their networks, and some of
those people shared it again.”
Although the pumpkin truck didn’t quite “go viral,” it
illustrates an important point about social networks.
“Make it interesting, make it fun,” says Matt. “If you’re
delivering to the 27th floor of a building, snap a picture and
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Atlas takes its message to the industry.

Atlas Light Blue
Gray word

Atlas Light Blue
Drop Shad.

Atlas Light Blue
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Trade show season will soon be in high gear. And so will Atlas marketing and
sales teams, working a busy exhibit schedule. This year’s calendar includes
events of interest for every member of the Atlas family. See you there!

GlobalShop April 16 – 18, Chicago, IL

send it out. Or, as we recently did, share a photo from
that houseboat move. You’ll be surprised at how you
can attract people.”

Sponsored by Association for Retail Environments, GlobalShop
is the world’s largest annual event for retail design and shopper
marketing. AWG Logistics and STG will emphasize retail and
restaurant solutions in the Store Fixturing Show.

Be Relevant. Be Consistent.

ISM Annual Conference April 28 – May 1, Dallas, TX

“Social networking is part of our business plan, and we place
a high priority on consistency,” says Matt Schwartzberg
(@movingman20), President of A-1 First Class Moving &
Storage (2123).
“We send a monthly newsletter by email, and we post
regularly on Facebook and LinkedIn,” says Matt. “Our
Facebook is aimed more at a non-business audience, with
content such as ‘fun things to do in New York,’ or ‘the top
nine movies about moving,’ which we shared before the
Academy Awards. Content we share on LinkedIn is more
geared to business.”
“I don’t know where social media is going — but I’m trying
to be aware of what consumers are using to get and share
information. If we’re in the same universe as they are, we
have a better chance of being seen and getting
recommended.”

The first supply management institute in the world, ISM exists
to lead and serve the supply management profession. Members
bring interests in household goods moving, move management,
specialized transportation, procurement, supply management,
asset management, recruiting, and logistics.

Don’t Just Advertise.
Have A Conversation!
If you’ve already joined the conversation, good for you.
If you’re weighing a decision on how to chime in, Atlas
Marketing is ready to help.
“You’ll have more success if you’re consistent and
engaging,” says Kerri. “Don’t just advertise — have a
conversation. Follow others and retweet often. If a customer
contacts you socially, be prepared to respond, even on
weekends. The more you put into your social marketing
effort, the greater reward you’ll see.”

Worldwide ERC
National Relocation Conference May 15 – 17, San Diego, CA
AAM Museum Expo Annual Conference May 19 – 22, Baltimore, MD
The American Alliance of Museums nurtures excellence in museums
through advocacy and service. Atlas will converse with members on
logistics and transportation for high-value artwork and exhibits.

SHRM 65th Annual Conference & Expo June 16 – 19, Chicago, IL
The world’s largest association devoted to human resource
management. Visit Atlas at Booth 1050.

Worldwide ERC
Global Workforce Symposium Oct. 23 – 25, Dallas, TX
Atlas will meet and talk with key decision-makers in human
resources and workforce mobility from around the globe.
The DriveAtlas team will take part in two shows to recruit van
operators for the Atlas direct fleet and promote owner-operator
opportunities through Atlas agencies.

√ Mid-America Trucking Show March 21 – 23, Louisville, KY
MATS is the annual forum for the heavy-duty trucking industry.

Great American Trucking Show August 22 – 24, Dallas, TX
GATS is the nation’s second-largest trucking show.
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Smart Move

C

Your Customer’s
Best Protection
Isn’t Inside the Box.
It’s in the company around it.

ontainerized moves represent a growing niche in the household goods industry. Their popularity,
however, has brought risks for consumers. Companies that ship containers of household goods
do not play by the same rules as van lines. Many of the important protections consumers rely on do
not apply for container providers. As Todd Russell, National Sales Manager Smart Move, explains, the
customer’s best protection isn’t inside the box. It’s in the company around it.
Amplifier: Todd, since Smart Move became
part of Atlas Van Lines, many agents have
found it offers a competitive advantage in
certain situations. How would you describe
Smart Move’s value proposition?
Todd: In general terms, Smart Move is a
containerized moving service for smaller
shipments that need to move quickly. But
the thing that sets it apart is this: Atlas oversees
and is responsible for everything, door to
door. This includes packing, loading, interstate
transportation, unloading, unpacking, and
any third-party services. The consumer gets
everything under the protective umbrella of
Atlas Van Lines, a moving company with 65
years of service. No other containerized moving
service can do this.
Amplifier: Are there pitfalls with containerized
moving that consumers should be aware of?
Todd: Definitely. A big problem is not knowing
who is responsible for your goods. If something
is damaged or lost, where is your recourse?
Do you get relief from the broker who sold
you the service? From the carrier whose truck
transported it? From some third party that
packed and loaded the container, or maybe took
over after the first carrier’s truck broke down?
Amplifier: Don’t people just file a claim with
the company they bought the service from?
Todd: It’s not that easy. Most container
companies aren’t set up to handle claims for
household goods. Even if they were, it comes
back to whether you have coverage. Many

carriers skate on the bare minimum, such as ten
cents per pound or catastrophic coverage only.
Contrast that with Smart Move, where every
customer gets $10,000 of protection with every
container.
Amplifier: How do other companies get
by with this?
Todd: It all comes down to how the industry is
regulated. In general, many container companies
are classified as general commodities carriers,
not household goods moving companies.
Technically speaking, they handle household
goods as commodities. So, important consumer
protections are missing in such a scenario.
Amplifier: What sort of protections?
Todd: For example, moving companies must
maintain a formal complaint and inquiry
department. They must provide a formal program
to settle disputes. And they must provide
documents up front that inform consumers
of these programs as well as their rights as
consumers. Moving companies have to provide
a formal estimate of charges. Smart Move
routinely provides all of these protections, and
more. Other container services do not.
Amplifier: What’s the most important thing
Atlas agents need to know about containerized
shipping of household goods?
Todd: They don’t have to shy away from
containerized moving to ensure the security and
service their customers expect. The protection
isn’t the box. It’s the company around it.

Smart Move Containerized Moving Services
A Subsidary of Atlas Van Lines
• Complete Consumer Protections for
Household Goods Shipments
• Coast-to-Coast Delivery 10 Days or Less
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• Date-Specific Drop-Off and Pickup
• $10,000 Coverage With Every Container
• Interstate Transportation Inside Enclosed Vans
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2011-2012

In March, top Atlas producers gathered at the Ritz-Carlton
on Dove Mountain, Arizona. The annual meeting of the
President’s Club brought a few days to relax and enjoy a
nice reward for their outstanding sales numbers.
Although the accent was on fun, the event brought a rare
opportunity to compare notes for success. At the official
kickoff on day one, Don Hill, President and Steve Delane,
Vice President of Alexander’s Mobility Services (207, 214),
addressed the group and talked about how they approach
larger commercial projects.
“It was a good chance to share some of the techniques
we use in larger office moves and talk about best practices
as a group,” says Steve. “It was also nice to catch up with
friends I hadn’t seen in a while, and to spend time with
Jack and the people from Atlas.”
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Keith Morse, National Sales Manager with DMS Moving
Systems (800, 801), says he enjoyed the meeting, and
he found the discussions with club members interesting
and challenging. “We had a great conversation on
booking business and other opportunities to enhance
our revenue sources.”
Many of the group played the Jack Nicklaus Signature
Golf Course or relaxed in the waters of the world-class spa.
Among the more unusual recreational offerings was the
chance to play glow golf.
“I enjoyed having quality time with our company’s stellar
sales performers,” says Jack Griffin, President and COO,
Atlas World Group. “I always learn something...and it makes
me proud to be associated with people of this caliber.”

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Salesperson

Agent

James W. Cole, Jr.
Gary Louderback
Don Hill
Ken Niesner
Tim White
Richard Clarke
Michael Quigley
Dennis Sorhagen
Greg Koehlinger
Fred Paxton, III
Larry Lammers
Chris Wing
Ken Imlach
Keith Morse
Steve Delane
Jennifor Acosta
Richard Meyer
Michael J. Boone
Thomas Philbin

J.W. Cole & Sons, Inc.
Ace World-Wide Moving & Storage
Alexander’s Mobility Services
Specialty Moving Systems, Inc.
Imlach Group
Ace Relocation Systems Inc.
Ace Relocation Systems Inc.
Crofutt & Smith Moving & Storage
Nelson Westerberg
Paxton Van Lines, Inc.
Ace Relocation Systems, Inc.
Powell Relocation Group
Imlach Group
DMS Moving Systems, Inc.
Alexander’s Mobility Services
Ace World Wide Moving & Storage Co.
DMS Moving Systems, Inc.
Lytle’s Transfer & Storage, Inc.
Nelson Westerberg

Supporting
Ethical Industry
In September of 2012, representatives from the moving
industry testified before the Senate Commerce, Science
and Transportation Committee about problems brought
by unethical movers.

Sales $1,000,000 to $2,499,999

Sales $2,500,000 or more

President’s Club Winners

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Wayne Curtis
Jay T. Maynard
Gregg Imlach
John Dulin
Michael Donnelly
Wes Wodka
Donna F. Gann
Bob Akers
Bob Fox
Julie Cibelli
Mark Smith
Chet Grisso
Chris Lechner
Carrie Corless
Roger Sorhagen
Randy Durham
Eric Manfredi
Ronald Grove, Jr.
Tucker Espie
David Frank
David Hillemann
Denise Della-Dora
David M. Zerda
Robert McGowen
Ross Buckley
Janet Hodge
Steve Westerberg
Chris Jones

Comtrans Ltd.
Walker Transfer, Inc.
Imlach & Collins Brothers, LLC
Alexander’s Mobility Services
Wayne Moving & Storage Company, Inc.
Specialty Moving Systems, Inc.
Nelson Westerberg
Nelson Westerberg
Atlantic Relocation Systems
Nelson Westerberg
Avatar Relocation of NY Inc.
Alexander’s Mobility Services
Alexander’s Mobility Services
Ace Relocation Systems, Inc.
Crofutt & Smith Moving & Storage
Kwik-Way Transportation Co.
Weleski Transfer of Cleveland, Inc.
Merchants Moving & Storage, Inc.
Dedicated Transport Service, Inc.
Alexander’s Mobility Services
Advance Relocation Systems
Alexander’s Mobility Services
Alaska Terminals, Inc.
Roadrunner Moving & Storage
Alexander’s Mobility Services
Nelson Westerberg
Nelson Westerberg
Apex & Robert E. Lee Moving & Storage Co., Inc.

On Capitol Hill to lend
their support: Jack
Griffin, Atlas President
& COO; Marian
Weilert Sauvey,
General Counsel,
Senior Vice President
& Secretary; Glen
Dunkerson, Chairman
& CEO.
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Secrets
to
LONGSTANDING SUCCESS
Atlas Agents celebrate important milestones.
Atlas is pleased to salute these hard-working agent businesses for their success.

191 3
1972
1972
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Salmon’s Transfer
Ltd. (8888)
office relocations and special

Salmon’s Transfer Ltd. takes root in
Canadian soil under the care of English
immigrant Frank Salmon. In 1972,
Atlas acquires the company and
recruits Doug Kellough to manage.
Five years later, Atlas divests and
Doug spearheads a transition to
employee ownership.
Diversification has helped the
company stay strong. Residential
moving (local and long distance)
accounts for about half of the firm’s
volume. The rest is divided among

products, including medical and
dental equipment, computers, and
printing equipment. The company
enjoys loyalties with filmmakers and
providers of restoration services. And
Salmon’s moves more pianos than any
other company in Vancouver.
Last June, the company introduced
a special show of appreciation for
customers. A monthly, random
drawing awards one customer up to

$1,000. The giveaways continue
through the end of 2013.
“As that old saying goes, our
business is not rocket science,”
says Doug. “If you put an honest
effort forward, you can satisfy
99 percent of your clients.
When people buy from us,
they are buying peace of mind.”

Salmon’s Transfer Ltd. celebrates
100 yrs of business success with
diversification. Salmon’s moves
more pianos than any other
company in Vancouver. In this
archival photo from the 1940s,
the Salmon’s crew unloads an
upright piano for delivery.

ABC Moving & Storage (20)
ABC Moving & Storage begins
operations in Chesterfield, Missouri,
just 27 miles west of the famous
Gateway Arch. Entrepreneur Tom
Hoover pursues a vision to build a
vibrant business with the Atlas brand.
The company has grown over
four decades, a testament to good
leadership and good people. Although
Tom lost a brave fight with cancer in
August of 2012, his legacy endures. In

October of 2012, ABC celebrated four
decades of success. Now, wife Becky
leads the firm and, with dedicated
employees, builds on Tom’s vision to
“go new places.”
“Over the years, Tom was known
to confidently tout how ‘rock solid’
the van line is and applaud Atlas’
continuously ‘high ethical standards’
he was so proud to be a part of for
forty years,” says Becky. “I echo his

sentiments and add that while
the faces may have changed,
the values, accessibility and
friendliness of Atlas professionals
have remained remarkably
consistent to this day. To be a
part of the Atlas family is both
an honor and a pleasure we
convey to our customers.”
Agency Principal Becky Hoover
holds a trailer made of crystal
and etched with the Atlas logo.
Employees presented the elegant
keepsake in memory of founder
Tom Hoover.

A-1 Moving & Storage (87)

Louis and Jean Klause establish A-1
Moving & Storage in Jupiter, Florida.
Two years later, they join the Atlas
agency family. What started with one
truck and a tiny garage grows into a
45,000 sq. ft. air-conditioned complex
with trucks of all sizes.
Family values of hard work and
dedication remain the cornerstone of
the company’s success.

Relationships with realtors, builders,
and professional associations support
repeat business and referrals.
“Every customer receives the highest
level of service,” says Tom Klause,
President. “When a customer calls A-1
Moving & Storage, they are not merely
getting a ‘mover,’ they are getting a
long-term partner who is genuinely
interested in their needs and concerns.”

The people of A-1 Moving & Storage (87) celebrate
40 years of helping customers go new places in 2012.
Atlas Amplifier • Summer 2013
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Keep our service men and women in your heart.
The entire Atlas family wishes to express gratitude and appreciation to the courageous men and women who serve our country in the armed
forces. In particular, we ask you to keep the following employees and members of our agent families in your thoughts and prayers.

Atlas Associate Service Member Relationship

Atlas Associate Position

Farrell Allsup
Cindy Atherton
Roger Babbitt
Meredith Baggett
Steve Bailey
Theresa Banta
Ed Bean
Richard Bland
Rick Brimley
Carroll Brittell

Van Operator, Daze Transfer & Storage, Inc. (723)
Claims Representative, Headquarters
President, NMS Moving Systems, Inc. (1533)
Move Management Coordinator, AVAIL
National Account Sales Manager, Nelson Westerberg (1517)
Regional Zone Planner, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)
Van Operator, Ace Moving & Storage, LLC (1406)
Central Planner, Specialized Transportation Group, Headquarters
Vice President & General Manager, Mountain States Moving & Storage Co., Inc. (1451)
Customer Service, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (75)

Ron Bowman
Frank Budd
Clyde Byrne
Phyllis Cain
Joel Cohen
Larry “Doc” Criqui
Vivan Dao
Fred Falla
Nichole Dyke
Bob Ewing
Michael Fazio
Bonnie FirstRaised
Melanie Freeman
Debra Hodgson
Thomas W. Hoffa
Jim Hough
Kelly Howard
Greg Hurley
Mary Johannes
Gina Jones
Patrice Jones
Rick Kaster
Pat Kelly
Carolyn Kimbrel
Audrey Kingsland
Teresa Kintop
Jane M. Kiser
David Ledford
Brandy Lumbert
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Clayton Mounce
Jeffrey Atherton
Kevin Lacy
Wesley Ruedlinger
William B. Bailey
Neil S. Banta
Jessie Bean
Elliot Timms
Don Allred
Colten Powell
Clayton Powell
Ronny Bowman
Rich Bowman
Steve Budd
Brian Cummings
David Lynn
Aaron Pierce
Brett D. Criqui
Richard Daniel Joyner
Joseph Hue Nguyen
Ryan DeCoste
James L. Shade
Eric Alden
Robert Szeligowski
Jason Szeligowski
Astacia Anderson
William J. Freeman
Jason Hodgson
Keith W. Hoffa
Jeff Hough
Wayne Howard
Justin Harpel
Kirk Linder
James Hobby III
Ryan M. Jones
Dawn Link
Raymond Kaster
Jessica Kaster
Justin Casey
Brooke James
Mark James
Kenneth Clifford Montross
John Kintop
Kyle M. Kiser
Mark Ledford
Nick Lumbert

Son-in-law
Son
Brother-in-law
Nephew
Son
Son
Son
Nephew
Son-in-law
Grandson
Grandson
Nephew
Nephew
Nephew
Stepson
Nephew
Nephew
Son
Husband
Uncle
Grandson
Brother
Nephew
Nephew
Nephew
Daughter
Brother
Son
Son
Son
Husband
Nephew
Nephew
Stepson
Son
Daughter-in-law
Son
Daughter-in-law
Son
Daughter
Son-in-law
Cousin
Husband
Son
Brother
Husband

Atlas Associate Service Member Relationship

Atlas Associate Position

Shannon Martin
Christa McCraw
Gail McDowell

Revenue Accounting, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)
Credit and Collections, Headquarters
Supervisor, Safety Department, Headquarters

Angie Mattingly
Annie Mejias
Jack Mier
Tammy Miller
Patricia Miranda
Pam Moesner

General Manager, Lee Moving & Storage, Inc. (1317)
President, Myers Transfer & Storage Systems, Inc. (1450)
General Manager, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (15)
Executive Assistant, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)
Van Operator, Metropolitan Van & Storage, Inc. (1418)
President, Kansas Van & Storage, Criqui Corporation (1286)
Administrative Assistant, AWG International

Frank Moreno
Imelda Navasca
Carole Overton
David O’Brien
Ken Niesner
Beverly Rockhold

President, Falla Cartage & Movers Ltd. (8570)
Shipment Auditor, Rating & Distribution Services, Headquarters
Sr. Director, Government Business, Headquarters
Van Operator, Imlach Group (1130)

Beverly Rolph
Ginny Royer
Tim Ruddle
Theresa Russell

Administrative Assistant, Discover Moving & Storage, Inc. (539)
Interstate Operations, Advance Relocation Systems (59)
Customer Service Representative, Atlas Canada
Warehouseman, Collins Brothers Moving Corp. (547)
Residential Sales, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (66)
Sales Coordinator, Guardian Storage, Inc. (1012)
Van Operator, Ace Moving & Storage, LLC (1407)
Sales, Reads Moving Systems of Florida, Inc. (1724)

John Scott

Mail and Supply, Headquarters
Van Operator, Daze Transfer & Storage, Inc. (723)
Operations Manager, Kaster Moving Co., Inc. (1240)
Van Operator, Crofutt & Smith Moving & Storage (646)
CSR, AVAIL
Inventory Specialist, Cornerstone Relocation, LLC
Revenue Accounting, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)
Moving Consultant, Atlantic Relocation System (1148)
Safety Manager, Ace Moving & Storage LLC (1406)
Customer Service Support, Imlach & Collins Brothers (1132)

Chris Shipp
Lynn Skillman
Robert Stannard
Rex Stierhoff
Jerry Tallent
Tammy Teague
Monique Tennison
Sue Tonkel
Steve Warner
Tammy Warrick
Mike Wathen
Christie A. Willet
Cindy & Barney Wint
Belynda Woodruff
Debbie Wright
Robert Wright

Michele Mathews
Tom E. Evans
Tyler McDowell
Matthew McDowell
Casey McDowell
Dustin Mattingly
Mason Cruz
Jack A. Mier
Virgil I. Ebrecht, Jr.
Jose Herrera
Alex Trinidad
David Betz
Jason Carlisle
Jesse Sellers
Tracy Otto
Jason Weintraub
Joshua Weintraub
Bruce Overton
Kevin O’Brien
Melissa Rieger
Jared Mount
Joshua Mount
Eric Rolph
Jason Royer
Jason Hendrix
Justin Mayer
Steven Washechek
Justin Scott
Kristopher Scott
Nicolas Mello
Matthew O’Malley
Matthew Stannard
Jacob T. Stierhoff
Ken Lanning
Nick Lumbert
Starr Love-Phillips
Nichalos A. Tucker
Timon Davis
Joshua Shaw
Scott Wathen
Joseph E. Willet
Jesse Woods
Ethan Woods
Barry Woodruff
Lacie Barela
Lacie Barela

Sister
Son’s Father
Nephew
Brother-in-law
Nephew
Son
Son
Son
Brother
Son-in-law
Nephew
Nephew
Son-in-law
Son-in-law
Sister
Brother-in-law
Nephew
Son
Son
Granddaughter
Son
Son
Son
Son
Son-in-law
Stepbrother
Brother
Son
Son
Nephew
Niece’s Husband
Son
Son
Son-in-law
Son-in-law
Niece
Son-in-law
Son
Nephew
Son
Son
Nephew
Nephew
Husband
Daughter
Daughter

Agency Dispatch/Canadian Coordinator, STG Group, Headquarters
Relocation Coordinator, Collins Brothers Moving Corp. (547)
Van Operator, Imlach Group (1130)
A/R Senior Coordinator, Headquarters
West Coast Receptionist, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)
Administrative Assistant, Headquarters

Operations Manager, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (66)
Claims Manager, AWG International
Log Coordinator, Safety Department, Headquarters
President, Affordable Transfer & Storage Company, Inc. (338)
President, Specialty Moving Systems, Inc. (1811)
Corporate Counselor, Home Moving & Storage (1111)
Credit/Collection Analyst, Headquarters
Customer Service Manager, Ace Moving & Storage, LLC (1406)
Operations Manager, Read’s Moving Systems of Richmond, Inc. (1701)
Bookkeeper, Roush Moving & Storage, Inc. (1773)
Director, Region 1 RSG, Headquarters
General Manager, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (25)
President, Discover Moving & Storage, Inc. (539)
Operations Manager, AMJ Campbell Florida, Inc. (423)
Van Operator, Superior Mobility Services, LLC (1902)
Operations Manager, Affordable Transfer & Storage Company, Inc. (338)
Senior Customer Service Rep, Imlach & Collins Brothers (1132)
Revenue Accounting, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)
Operations/Dispatch Manager, Guardian Relocation, Inc. (1040)
Vice President, Warners Moving & Storage (2144)
Customer Service, Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (43)
Retired, IT, Headquarters
Maintenance, Headquarters
Financial Planning & Reporting (Cindy), Atlas Terminal (Barney),
Headquarters
Accounting Department, Ace Moving & Storage, LLC (1406)
Sales Coordinator, Atlantic Relocation Systems (1427)
Sales, Atlantic Relocation Systems (1427)

These names are
the individuals who
have been brought to
our attention. Please
email any additions
to Linda Ellington at
linelli@atlasworldgroup.com.

The Amplifier publishes this
show of appreciation in
every issue.
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Atlas Earns

Personnel Changes

Multiple

Awards

Don Breivogel Jr.

Don Breivogel Jr.
Senior Vice President
and Chief Financial
Officer

Business and industry recognize
Atlas’ commitment to customers.

Jeff Schimmel

AMSA Agent of the Year Service Excellence Award.
Collins Brothers Moving Corp. (547) has earned the Moving and Storage Agent of
the Year Service Excellence Award. Collins Brothers has been an Atlas agent for
37 years. It is a 16-time winner of the Milton M. Hill Quality Award, Atlas’ highest
designation of service quality. At the AMSA Conference, From left: Frank Webers,
CEO, Collins Brothers; Glen Dunkerson, Chairman & CEO, Atlas; Therese Ferretti, President,
Collins Brothers; Jack Griffin, President & COO, Atlas.

Jeff Schimmel
Vice President of
Transportation Services

Partner of the Year Award.
Ace World Wide Moving & Storage (29) received the 2012 Partner of the Year/
Sales Networking Award at the 2012 Global Mobility Solutions (GMS) Forum
in February. From left: Bryan Schutjer, GMS; Stacy Black, Director of Sales, AWW;
Stephanie Hernandez, Coordinator, AWW; Amy Davidson, Coordinator, AWW; and
Steven Wester, GMS.

Business of Integrity Torch Award.
In November, the Tri-State Better Business Bureau named Atlas headquarters
a winner of the Business of Integrity Torch Award. The award recognizes Atlas’
outstanding commitment to community leadership and to ethical business
practices. From left: Don Decker Jr., Better Business Bureau Board Chair; Kerri Hart,
Atlas Marketing.
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Jeff joined Atlas in 1984. He has worked in operations as planner, planning supervisor, manager
of western operations, and director of Region II. Most recently, he served as Senior Director of
Operations. In his new position as VP of Transportation Services he reports to President and
COO Jack Griffin. “Jeff’s extensive knowledge of our operational procedures, his passion and
enthusiasm for our business, and his strong relationship with our agent partners make him
uniquely qualified to lead our Transportation Services Group,” says Jack. “When you have a
moment, please wish Jeff every success in his new position.”

Stacie Banks

AMSA Super Van Operator Award.
Joel Barber, PVO from Sturkie, Arkansas, is the AMSA 2012 Super Van Operator
for Household Goods. During his 25 years with Alexander’s Mobility Services
(207), Joel has been named to Atlas’ Scroll of Honor 14 times. Joel accepted
the award at the AMSA Conference in March. From left: Rick Kirby, Director of Safety,
Atlas Van Lines; PVO Joel Barber, Alexander’s Mobility Services.

Don joined Atlas in January as Senior Vice President, in mid-March he became the Senior Vice
President and CFO. Having served as CFO for a large consumer finance company, he brings 25
years of experience in finance. In his new position, Don is responsible for corporate accounting,
financial analysis, internal audit, financial reporting and risk management. Don is a CPA, licensed
in Indiana. He maintains memberships in the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
the Indiana CPA Society, and the Institute of Management Accountants. “With Don’s proven
track record as a financial leader, we are delighted to appoint him to this new role,” says Glen
Dunkerson, Chairman and CEO. “We look forward to seeing him build on the strong foundation
laid by his predecessor.”

Stacie Banks
Vice President of Finance

Stacie began her career at Atlas in 2002 as Director of Internal Audit and Tax and was promoted
to Senior Director of Corporate Finance in 2009. As VP of Finance, she will continue to lead
financial reporting, corporate income tax reporting and financial analysis and will assume
leadership of risk management. “Stacie has been an instrumental member of the financial team
throughout her tenure at Atlas,” says Rick Olson, Senior Vice President and CFO. “She was one
of three people responsible for developing and implementing the new finance system we use
today. She brings valuable skills and good judgment to this important role for the company.”

In Remembrance
William A. Cronstrom, Sr., 83, passed away October 4
in Omaha, Nebraska. He was the father of Bill Cronstrom,
Jr., Executive Vice President of A-1 Metro Movers (251).
“Mr. C” served as General Manager for the agency’s selfstorage facilities and as Claims Manager from 1991 until his
retirement in 2010.
Raymond Joseph “Joe” Fisher, 62, passed away
December 31 in Boise, Idaho. Joe joined Merchants Moving
& Storage (1401) in 1974 as a Professional Van Operator. He
spent the last ten years in sales.

Carol J. Garrett, 74, passed away October 10 in Fort Branch,
Indiana. Carol started her career at Atlas headquarters in
1960 as a settlement clerk. In 1986, she was promoted to Vice
President and became the first woman in the company’s
history to fill a senior management position. After 42 years
with Atlas, Carol retired in March 2002 as Vice President,
Revenue Accounting.
Peter Joseph George, 46, passed away October 24 in
Ottawa, Ontario. Peter was a salesperson for AMJ Campbell
(8883).
Atlas Amplifier • Summer 2013
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Kirsten Flynn thought she had a good team. But she didn’t know how good they were until she became an...

underco ver boss
Tougher. Grimier. Riskier. Are you game?
Kirsten Flynn, Vice President, Premiere
Van Lines (8060 Corporate Head Office),
faced this proposition last spring when
she was approached by the producers
of Undercover Boss Canada. With
operations in 22 key markets across
Canada, Premiere Van Lines is a large
player in Canada.
“You don’t audition or apply to
get on the show,” says Kirsten. “The
producers pitch to you based on their
research. Among the requirements for
consideration are Canadian ownership,
coast-to-coast operations, and a
minimum of 1,000 employees.”
Kirsten says the decision wasn’t easy.
Filming would have to take place in the
last week of June and first week of July,
which meant she would be absent from
her executive duties during the busiest
week of the year. But the upside was
great. Here was a rare opportunity
to portray a positive message about
her company, about Atlas, and about
the industry.

Kirsten Before and Kirsten, “Helen”, After
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“Professional moving requires trucks,
employees, insurance, brick-and-mortar
locations,” says Kirsten. “This was a
chance to educate the public on what
is involved. People should know that if
they get a quote that is too low, the best
thing they can do is ignore it...otherwise
the repercussions can be expensive.”
With Kirsten’s agreement, the
producers proceeded to scout locations.
Because the show is characterdriven, they looked for employees
whose personal stories would most
likely resonate with viewers. To
deter suspicion about the presence
of a camera crew, the producers told
employees they were filming an industry
documentary. After visits to several
Premiere branches, they had found the
people they wanted to feature.
For her part, Kirsten received a
complete makeover. The crew cut and
dyed her hair and outfitted her with
different clothing.
Kirsten, aka Helen, gains experience
in packing under guidance of veteran
packer Lisa Inglis. Lisa was 1 of 5
employees featured in the show.
“I always knew and bragged that
Premiere Van Lines was unique
and had a huge heart,” says
Kirsten. “The time I spent with
the crews solidified this for
me...we truly are a family who
cares about our customers
and each other.”

“I was introduced as Helen, a new
employee,” says Kirsten. “Helen was a
stay-at-home mom whose kids are now
grown, so she decided to take a job
outside the home.”
The production schedule was intense.
The 46 minutes that make up the finished
episode represent the distillation of 300
hours of shooting. What ended up on
screen can be described as “magical.”
Kirsten says the experience has made
her a better manager and better attuned
to communication. She is now using social
media more to share individual successes
and strengthen teamwork. “When you are
praised by and in front of your peers, your
heart soars and you have a strong sense
of belonging.”
“I have a lot of respect for the show... it
has a lot of honesty,” says Kirsten. “I love
this industry and I love Premiere Van Lines.
I feel incredibly grateful for the opportunity
to show people how they can choose a
good and reputable mover.”

What People Said
After the show...
After the Premiere Van Lines episode aired, Kirsten
received dozens of emails from viewers. “People just
opened their hearts,” says Kirsten. “It was wonderful to
read how they had been touched by the show. I replied
to every one of them.”
“I was not able to watch the episode when it originally
aired but saw the rerun the other night. It was excellent.
Congratulations to all involved. You also did a nice job of
giving our industry credibility. Well done!”
“I just had to write to you to say how much I loved watching
an episode of Undercover Boss Canada. Our family has been
watching this program for a while, but I have to say honestly
that the story covered in this episode bar none was the most
enjoyable one I have seen. . . .”
“I am just a regular English truck driver from across the pond
and it was a pleasure watching you on TV. If ever you visit my
country England my wife and I could show you around my
part of England. I think you would love it.”
“...You have some great staff and it was nice to see that you
appreciated them. You must be proud of your achievements
and good for you. Just had to say it was great to watch.”
“Saw your episode on Undercover Boss Canada last night.
Wow, best episode yet on that great show...”
“I’ve been in the moving business for over 25 years. The
purpose of this email is simply to say how impressed I was
with your performance on Undercover Boss Canada last
night. Moving is tough and margins are tight, but I believe it is
people like you who “walk the talk” that make the difference...”
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GOT
COOKIES?
During February, Atlas agents pitched in to
help the Girl Scouts distribute everyone’s
favorite cookies. In Atlanta, Georgia, Atlantic
Relocation (1037) distributed cookies from its
agency location and from the Six Flags White
Water Park. In Oakland, California, Macy
Movers (1364) continued a tradition started
by the late Jack Macy more than 15 years
ago, donating its facilities to help with the
distribution effort.

Volunteers with the Interfaith Nutrition Network assist
the New York Jets and A-1 First Class Moving and
Storage with a food drive at MetLife Stadium. The Atlas
agent has provided transportation and assistance with
the annual effort for the last ten years.
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The Atlantic
Relocation team
helped local Girl
Scouts distribute
nearly 100,000
boxes of cookies.

Savannah
Reed, daughter
of Operations
Manager
James Reed,
Macy Movers,
shows her
volunteer spirit.

Sometimes, a ticket to the arena brings
a chance to do a good deed. In late
October 2012, A-1 First Class Moving
and Storage (2123) teamed with the
New York Jets to host a food drive at
MetLife Stadium. Fans donated nonperishable items at the gates, totaling
about 5,000 pounds of goods for the
Interfaith Nutrition Network. The local
non-profit agency serves the hungry
and homeless on Long Island with
food, shelter, long-term housing and
supportive services.
“The A-1 team goes above and
beyond as a partner to us,” says Jets
Director of Community Relations
Jesse Linder. “When it comes to the
community, they are always there to
step up and help us.”

Float Team Is Winner
City Transfer & Storage Company (630) made an impressive show at the 2012
Christmas Parade in High Point, North Carolina. Led by Safety Director Vinelle
Kennedy, the parade team crafted a moving-themed float that carried Santa
himself. The effort earned the Manager’s Choice Award.
“We’ve taken part in this parade for over 30 years,” says City Transfer Vice
President Bart Lassiter. “It’s good publicity, and it provides an opportunity for
us to practice team-building and have some fun.”
Bart serves on the board of Guilford Merchants Association; the organization
sponsors the parade as part of its mission to help businesses in the Piedmont
Triad communities grow and prosper.

Here President Jay Fuson and Sales Consultants Teresa Alles
and Chris Smith sport their team spirit — and super-cool uniforms.

The Indiana SHRM Conference in August celebrated our national
pastime with the theme “Take me out to the ball game.” The Guardian
Relocation (1032) team got in the swing as Guardian Angels. Booth
visitors learned about Atlas’ winning service stats, played home
run darts, and munched popcorn out of mini baseball caps.
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Weleski Helps Marines

Collect Toys for Tots

When the Browns played the Redskins at Browns
Stadium in December of 2012, Weleski Transfer of
Cleveland (2153) showed up to cheer for children. Eric
Manfredi, Vice President and PVOs Charlie White and
Harold “Pete” Joyner marshaled a crew to help the
US Marines with their annual Toys for Tots. The crew
made sure tables, chairs, and collection boxes were
at the gates. After the game, they loaded their trailers
and delivered the donations to the local collection site.
The game event was one part of a month-long effort

by the Weleski team. They also handled pickup and
delivery of crucial materials to the charity’s main staging
area in Cleveland. After the toy drive, they made trips
to local hospitals and orphanages to deliver toys, sing
songs, and bring laughter and joy to children in need.
It was Weleski’s third time to perform this important
service for the Marines—and the 23rd consecutive year
for Charlie White. Their efforts helped bring in over 1500
new toys and nearly $30,000 in cash. Here, 50 Marines
prepare to man the gates.

Broadway Office Move
From mid-December through the end of January,
Broadway Specialized Transportation, Inc.(1106) relocated
the world headquarters of Church & Dwight Co., Inc.
The firm makes and sells personal care, household, and
specialty products under the ARM & HAMMER™ brand
name and other well-known trademarks.
The move entailed approximately 250 executive
offices and 400 cubicles. Broadway’s office specialists
took these from multiple facilities in Princeton, New
Inside the new world
headquarters. Senior
Project Manager
Bjorn Lang-Ree,
Church & Dwight
Co., Inc., and Rich
Crocker, President,
Broadway Specialized
Transportation.
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Jersey, to a new 300,000 sq. ft. building in Ewing,
New Jersey. Besides packing and moving the typical
office contents, such as company records, furniture,
equipment, etc., the Broadway team also packed and
relocated products and displays, historical artifacts,
artwork and two rolling condensed file systems.
Peter Crocker, Vice President of Sales, Broadway,
established a web-based communications system
that enabled supervisors to monitor every aspect of
the move. It also gave the 600+ relocating employees
access to important information—from furnitureplacement guides to scheduling and more. Move
coordinators in both companies used the system
to answer employees’ questions and alleviate their
concerns.
The project, which required 30 trailer loads and
70 straight truck loads, took place in seven phases.
“Everything went smoothly,” says Rich Crocker,
President. “We finished on or ahead of every deadline.”

Tracks
Atlas Service is Appreciated
RE: Paul Godby, Lynda Drumsta
Imlach Group, LLC (1130)
Irving, TX
Once again Jeff & I would like to thank you for all your help
with our recent move. We can not say enough good about
Paul and his team, what a pleasure and what fine young
gentlemen he has on his team. They were a breath of fresh
air, a true pleasure to have in our home and such hard
workers. They never stopped and they didn’t need to be told,
they just knew their jobs and did it with a smile on their face.
This has been the BEST team we have ever had, they are a
top notch group! We told Paul and the boys if we ever move
again we will be requesting them!
Thanks again!

Jeff & Karen Belanger
RE: Ted Walker
DMS Moving Systems (800)
Canton, MI
Mr. Ted Walker provided outstanding service loading and
delivering our household goods from start to finish! He warmly introduced himself during loading and informed us about
the delivery schedule. Most times, military delivery schedules
are in flux and may require delivery to a warehouse before
final arrival. Mr. Walker firmed the schedule before arriving
at our Ohio residence and instilled our confidence. In fact, our
household goods arrived in Colorado on time and without
any damage! Mr. Walker took care securing our furniture and
boxed goods, adding more furniture blankets than most other
drivers we’ve encountered during our 15 years in the military.
He further exemplified his work ethic by setting up all beds,
tables and outdoor furniture whereas other drivers would be
anxious to depart.
In a heartbeat, we would request Mr. Walker to move our
goods again. Sometimes military moves can be rapid and
traumatic to military members, yet Mr. Walker understands
the military situation and engages the whole family and

encourages the children to look forward to their move. Mr.
Walker awed my family and I recommend hiring Mr. Walker
for any contract driving or military moves.
I want to thank Mr. Walker for taking the time to provide
top-notch care handling our household goods. We look
forward to his dedication for the next military move!

Sincerely,
Douglas F. Kaupa, Maj. USAF
Astronautical Dept. and Flight Instructor
RE: Elex Dubar
Ace World Wide of Nevada, Inc. (711)
Las Vegas, NV
I am writing to commend one of your drivers/foreman, Elex
Dubar for the excellent job he did on my recent move from OH
to PA. He and his assistant Patricia, and the movers he directed
in both locations were punctual, careful, and highly efficient
and made a potentially difficult time much easier for me.
I have never moved so much furniture and so many boxes
so far before, and I was particularly stressed and nervous as
I was removing items of great sentimental value from the
home of my late mother across country to my much smaller
townhouse in Philadelphia. Mr. Dubar’s calm and pleasant demeanor helped to keep me relaxed and stress-free
throughout the process. He worked competently through
less than ideal conditions, particularly in Philadelphia where
he had to bring large furniture up small marble outside steps
and down long narrow hallways and steep staircases inside.
He did this all despite the fact that he must have tired after
being trapped in New Jersey for two additional days due to
Hurricane Sandy!
I just wanted to let you know what a terrific job he did and
also how very nice he and Patricia were to work with. I would
highly recommend them and your company to anyone who is
contemplating a move.

Sincerely,
Connie Weinstein
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RE: Sergio Pierna
Avatar Relocation, Inc. (443)
DeBary, FL
I am writing in regard to your driver, Sergio Pierna. He directed my move by Atlas from FL to MA. I was very impressed
with the professional job that he did. He was thorough and
specific when it came to identifying the contents of each box.
The entire job was done quickly and most efficiently. The off
load was done in the same manner and the whole process
made the move very easy for me.
Once again, I feel that you have a valuable employee in
Sergio. Keep up the good work. I will gladly recommend Atlas
to others!

Kathleen Hall
RE: Archie Kelly
Read’s-Perkins Moving Systems, LLC (1716)
Baton Rouge, LA
I was recently relocated from CO to TX using the MI Group.
My family and I were very fortunate that they hired your
company to move our belongings. Archie Kelly and his crew
(Junior and Christian) were fantastic. They treated us with
kindness and professionalism. Our home in CO was located
on a piece of property that could not be reached using the
big truck. Archie and his crew had to shuttle our things using
a 20’ U-Haul to the big truck at another location. They never
complained about moving our things twice. As a matter of
fact they were apologetic that it took longer to load our things
this way. Our things were handled carefully and respectfully.
We have encountered no damaged items while unpacking
so far, and we don’t anticipate that we will. We will never hire
anyone but Archie Kelly to move our home in the future. He
and his crew are a great blend of strength, caution, cleverness and courtesy. Interstate moves are very stressful as you
know, but knowing Archie was caring for our belongings was
a great relief to my whole family.

Thanks for sending us a great crew,
John Hoffman
Senior Production Engineer
RE: Daryl Salek
Lido Van & Storage Co, Inc. (1295)
Irvine, CA
Now that we are settled a bit I wanted to take a moment to
write to you about your driver Daryl Salek and his assistant
Bonnie Kuehl.
We just completed a corporate relocation from TX to SC.
To say we were impressed is an understatement. Our relocation was unbelievably stressful and I was ill during the entire
move, so when Daryl and Bonnie showed up at our door that
morning, I was filled with trepidation that this was going to be
the worst week of my life.
Moving is stressful to say the least. I worked for North
American for five years after I graduated from college. I have
seen the best and the worst of relocations and I was not prepared for the best.
Daryl and Bonnie showed up at 8 am on the dot, maneuvered their rig to park in front of our house like it was one
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of those tiny little European box cars and right then I knew
it would be ok.They introduced themselves and Bonnie
engaged me in a conversation that put me at ease that they
had our best interests at heart. I breathed a huge sigh of relief;
it was obvious we were in good hands.
As the packing progressed there were no issues with
prepping and packing our household goods. I was amazed
at how efficient they were. The helper they had with them in
Frisco was someone they had worked with before and it was
quite obvious that all three of them worked incredibly well
together.
Our two day pack flew by. Bonnie was extremely adept at
keeping my stress level as low as could be. She was funny
and sympathetic and genuine. Daryl was efficient and so personable that I felt like a family member was moving us. I even
added things to the truck I had not originally intended to due
to the personal nature of them, things like photos of my kids
and memorabilia.
They left Texas with our household goods with the promise
to arrive in South Carolina on Friday and sure enough, Friday
morning at 7:30 am my phone rang and they were on their
way to our new home.
Our household goods were delivered, our new home set
up as best as could be considering we went into a rental that
was smaller than our Texas home. And before I knew it they
were done.
It was one of the best moves I have ever been involved in
and I was so thankful it was ours.
We completed our unpacking and found no damage, no
broken crystal, no lost items, nothing except all of our stuff
safe and sound. I realized that we had been blessed with
these two folks and I could not let any more time go by
without letting you know that I sincerely hope you realize
how amazing they are.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Messmann
RE: Ron Nelson
Ace World Wide Bloomington/Normal (36)
Bloomington, IL
I spoke with Jerry this afternoon but wanted to reiterate
my thoughts on my recent move to you. I could not have
been happier with the service that I received from Ron
Nelson. He literally blew me away with the service that he
provided to me during my move from MA to CA. He was truly
exceptional: kind, courteous, and friendly. He went out of his
way to keep me informed, to make sure I knew exactly what
was going on during packing, unpacking and even while he
was on the road. He was professional at all times. He went
above and beyond what was required of him – and ended up
staying longer into Thursday to make sure the unpacking was
completed – despite very difficult time constraints at my new
building and some unusual security procedures.
If I moved again with my company, I would make sure to
request Ron as my driver. If I moved again without my company – I would have to find a way to use Ace so that I could
have Ron as my driver!!!

There are not enough thank-you’s to express how
helpful he was during a very stressful time for my family.
I truly appreciated his kindness and approach. It made a
huge difference.

With many thanks and my kindest regards,
Abbie D.
RE: Joseph Royster
Nelson Westerberg (1523)
Somerville, NJ
Today I had the pleasure of working with Joe Royster and
his assistant Ed who delivered my items to me that had traveled to AZ from NH. These two gentlemen were professional,
courteous, and most helpful in seeing that my items were
unloaded with care as well as helping me put some items
into my personal vehicle. Moving is a stressful situation but
these two gentlemen made the days stress free and I enjoyed
meeting them today.

Many thanks,
Joan Scagliotti
RE: John Mander
Alexander’s Mobility Services (207)
Tustin, CA
I want to thank you guys so much for the professionalism
your companies showed my family in the whole process
of moving my household goods. This was by far my best
experience in my 21 year Navy career. I especially want to
commend John Mander (the driver) and his crews in both
CA and AZ. They were complete professionals. John
consistently kept in touch with me and kept me up to date
on the status of my HHG’s. When he delivered my goods,
he was thorough and made sure every item was delivered
and placed to my satisfaction. His packers in San Diego were
fantastic, especially Scott. My wife was worried about our
stuff, having a lot of breakables and items from her deceased
mother. All those items are of course priceless in her mind.
Scott kept reassuring her and made her feel comfortable.
They are men of their word! They went out of their way and I
really appreciate that. She is very grateful and happy with this
whole experience. She is now telling all of her military spouse
friends what a great experience and what true professionals
Atlas movers are.
I have just completed my survey for the military and told
them this same thing. I hope they contact me so I can tell
them how great your organization is. Again, thank you so
much. I do hope it gets back to John and his crew how
great a job they did.

Very respectfully,
Derek Besand

TM

Download our

Free
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App
Stay
Connected
During Atlas Forum 2013!
During this year’s Atlas Forum, we’ll be sending
out updates via Twitter and Facebook.
Follow us on Twitter! Check out @Atlas_Van_Lines for
the latest Forum news and photos! We’ll be tweeting
with hash tag #GoBold2013. Tweet with us!
Find us on Facebook at facebook.com/AtlasVanLines
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1
2-3
14-19
15-17
19-22
20
27

Evansville, IN 47708
Permit No. 1352

AWG Board of Directors Meeting, Chicago Marriott Downtown, Chicago, IL
46th Annual Atlas Forum, Chicago Marriott Downtown, Chicago, IL
CMSA 95th Annual Convention, Fess Parker’s Double Tree Resort, Santa Barbara, CA
Worldwide ERC National Relocation Conference, Manchester Grand Hyatt, San Diego, CA
American Association of Museums (AAM) Museum Expo, Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore, MD
Victoria Day – Atlas Canada Offices closed
Memorial Day – U.S. Offices closed

JUNE 2013

5/30-1 Great West Truck Show, Sands Expo & Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV
16-19 2013 SHRM 65th Annual Conference & Expo, McCormick Place Convention Center, Chicago, IL
22-25 HCEA Annual Meeting, Austin Convention Center, Austin, TX

2013 Calendar

JULY 2013

1 Canada Day – Atlas Canada offices closed
4 Independence Day – All U.S. offices closed
11 AWG Board of Directors Meeting, Oakville, ON

AUGUST 2013

5 Civic Holiday (Canada) – Atlas Canada offices closed
22-24 Great American Trucking Show, Dallas Convention Center, Dallas, TX
31 Federal Heavy Vehicle Tax Due

SEPTEMBER 2013
2
2
17
18

Labor Day (U.S.) – All U.S. offices closed
Labour Day (Canada) – Atlas Canada offices closed
AWG Board of Directors Meeting, Evansville, IN
AWG Annual Stockholders Meeting, Evansville, IN

OCTOBER 2013
4-6
7-10
15
16
16-19
19-22
23-25

Atlas International Symposium, Seattle, WA
IAM Annual Meeting, Vancourver, BC, Canada
Vehicle Inspections Due
Atlas Canada Fall Board Meeting
Atlas Canada 50th Anniversary Convention
ATA Management Conference & Exhibition, Orlando World Center, Orlando, FL
Worldwide ERC Global Workforce Symposium, Dallas, TX
www.atlasvanlines.com

